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ABSTRACT
Scale-out parallel processing based on MPI is a 25-year-old standard with at least another decade of preceding history of enabling technologies in the High Performance Computing community. Newer frameworks such as MapReduce, Hadoop, and Spark represent industrial scalable computing solutions that have received broad adoption because of their comparative simplicity of use, applicability to relevant problems, and ability to harness scalable, distributed resources. We introduce a new framework, called MPIgnite, that serves as an augmentation of the popular cloud data processing engine Apache Spark. Our work introduces message passing into the strictly data-parallel platform to create a blend of a high level environment with the granular capabilities common in MPI applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the demand for powerful data analysis and processing tools has exploded with the surge of available data and advancement of commodity “off the shelf” computational power. However, despite MPI’s dominance in the traditional field of High Performance Computing (HPC), widespread interest in the standard has not followed the “data deluge trend” [3]. Instead, communities of developers and companies have created their own software solutions to large-scale computational problems, with the particular emphasis on a high-level interface that is simpler for developers without domain expertise to utilize, even at the cost of performance. Some examples of such approaches include MapReduce [2], Google’s TensorFlow [1], and the open source project Apache Spark [4].

These applications generally excel in domains that heavily exploit data parallelism, and have little if any need for task parallelism that is at the core of MPI. Our main contribution focuses on incorporating some of the fundamental features of message passing into the high-level Apache Spark framework. We do so by leveraging the existing infrastructure within the project whenever possible and without interfering with its basic capabilities. Our work demonstrates that such a marriage of data- and task-parallel paradigms is possible in popular computing frameworks, and doing so creates an interesting programming environment that is more flexible to suit a programmers’ preferences and the specific problem domain.

2 APPROACH
Our primary goal in this work is to incorporate peer-to-peer message passing within the Apache Spark framework. Differing from work that attempts to run Spark on HPC infrastructure or expand MPI to emulate a MapReduce model, we aimed at harmoniously amalgamating core MPI functions within Spark. We specifically chose to break backwards compatibility with the standard, both in the interest of providing a fresh perspective to the established model, as well as to facilitate development in the atypical environment. Most notably, MPIgnite transfers actual objects in messages, which is natural in the Scala language. To handle non-blocking receives, we also utilized Scala’s standard Future class normally used for delayed execution. As a prototype implementation, we also made specific decisions to deviate from standard implementations to facilitate development. Scalability and performance were not a primary concern, but were left for future work.

Another goal of our work was to present a programming model that would be familiar to users of both Spark and MPI, the features of each could be used interchangeably. To do this, we built on Spark’s parallelize method that transforms data sets into distributable RDDs that are fundamental to Spark. We created a method parallelizeFunc that accepts anonymous or named functions that take a single parameter: the MPIgnite communicator, or SparkComm. The communicator is heavily influenced by MPI communicators and serves as the central object for communication operations (send, receive, etc.).

Function closures passed into the parallelizeFunc method serve as the basis of the parallel program. They can be as long or as short as appropriate, and even be chained together to execute in succession. The end of a single or chain of parallel closures
serves as an implicit barrier in the main application. In our current implementation, these closures do not accept arguments other than the required SparkComm communicator. This is not a deficiency since values in the outer scope can be referenced in the parallel section, effectively serving as arguments if necessary. Once a closure is parallelized, it can be executed with the execute method, that can take an integer as the number of desired processes. The result of the execute method returns an array of values (one for each process) returned by the closure, the type of which can be parameterized by a type argument to the parallelizeFunc method.

3 EXAMPLES

Below is an example of matrix-vector multiplication with a 2D decomposition. The code is in Scala and would run inside a typical Spark application, where the sc variable refers to the SparkContext required for all Spark applications. For brevity, the rank values are used for the values of the matrix and vector elements, though any value in the surrounding scope of the closure can be referenced.

Listing 1: Matrix-vector multiplication with 2D data decomposition

```scala
c . parallelizeFunc (( world : SparkComm ) => {
  val worldRank = world . getRank
  val row = world . split ( worldRank / 3 , worldRank )
  val col = world . split ( worldRank % 3 , worldRank )
  val a = worldRank + 1
  val rowRank = row . getRank
  val colRank = col . getRank

  // Distribute the vector to the diagonal
  if ( ( rowRank == row . getSize - 1 ) )
    row . send ( col . getRank , 0 , 1 + col . getRank )
  val x_row = if ( ( rowRank == colRank )
    Some ( row . receive [ Int ] ( row . getSize - 1 , 0 ) )
  else None
  val multiplied = x_row match {
    case None =>
      a * col . broadcast [ Int ] ( rowRank )
    case Some ( x ) =>
      col . broadcast [ Int ] ( colRank , x ) * a
  }

  val result = row . allReduce [ Int ] ( multiplied , ( a : Int , b : Int ) => a + b )
}) . execute ( 9 )
```

4 CONCLUSIONS

We integrated a core facet of traditional HPC, message passing, into the popular cloud computing framework Apache Spark. We did so in such a way that maintains the original capabilities of the framework, introducing an environment that will expand possibilities for traditional MPI developers to utilize sophisticated data parallel infrastructure and high level language concepts. In addition, cloud developers can use our framework to leverage well-studied algorithms and techniques of HPC.
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